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Executive Summary 

 
the first study published by The Social Architects (TSA)1, seeks to set out the systematic, 
increasing and widespread  process of Sinhalization that is taking place in historically Tamil 
areas in the North, East and Hill Country in post-war Sri Lanka. While focusing on the process 
of Sinhalization that is currently being implemented, this monograph seeks to situate it within the 
broader historical process of Sinhalization that has been carried out by different governments 
spanning a number of decades.  

The report argues that even though Sinhalization is not a new phenomenon, the sweeping 

after nearly three decades of civil war. Although t
importance to building bridges between communities by ensuring those affected are able to fully 

of respect for the rights of all its citizens, particularly the Tamil people.   

This paper will show that the concept of Sinhalization extends well beyond the subjects of 
strategic state-planned settlements, land, military intrusion, boundary changes and the renaming 
of villages. Sinhalization has made its way into Tamil cultural events, religious life, economic 
activity, public sector recruitment and even the Sri Lankan education system. Since the Tamil 
community is attempting to recover from the devastating impact of the civil war and rebuild 
social networks and community structures, attempts to control and demolish socio-cultural 
aspects of their lives, such as the take over and destruction of temples, inhibit their attempts to 
engage in emotional healing and community regeneration even minimally. 

The most important element of the process of Sinhalization is the continued militarization of 
many aspects of civilian life. While this is a national phenomenon, it is most aggressively 
practiced in the Tamil majority areas of the country. Even though at present it is the North and 
the East that are most militarized, creeping militarization is also evidenced in the Hill Country. 
As set out in the report, militarization is an effective tool used by the State to gain and maintain 
both government and Sinhala monopoly of various aspects of day to day life, including the 
provision of services by civil administration, economic activities and civic activities in Tamil 
majority areas. It also helps create and maintain a sense of fear within the Tamil community.    

Nearly three years following the end of the civil war, state polices such as those discussed in this 
report have deepened existing feelings of fear, suspicion and mistrust between and within 
communities rather than creating more understanding amongst them, exacerbated ethnic tensions 
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and further polarized the country. The current government which has exploited the war victory, a 
weak and fragmented opposition, and a two-
to its constituents. Instead, it has evolved into a semi-authoritarian populist regime with little 
tolerance for dissent. In this context, rising Sinhala nationalism and the concomitant disregard 
for Tamil rights means that members of this community are unable to even voice their needs and 
concerns, let alone express dissent and protest against restrictions imposed upon them.  

This paper is not meant to be an exhaustive discourse on Sinhalization or Extremist Sinhala 
Buddhist ideology. Rather its purpose is to inform, educate and provide clear, convincing 
evidence that, with the explicit backing of the Mahinda Rajapaksa administration, State-
sponsored Sinhalization has been increasing in Tamil majority areas in post-war Sri Lanka. 
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There is much historical evidence which suggests that Tamils and Sinhalese lived side by side 
peacefully, but the relationship has been volatile since the country gained independence in 1948. 
Shortly after independence, claims of favored treatment of Tamils by the British were made. 
Several pieces of anti-Tamil legislation were subsequently passed. The Citizenship Act of 1948 
meant that approximately one million Tamils from India who had been brought to work in the 
plantations could not consider themselves Sri Lankan.  The Citizenship Act of 1949 denied 

 Under such hostile conditions, ethnic tension 
grew. This resulted in a number of anti-Tamil riots which took place over decades. After 
independence, the first island-wide riots that targeted Tamils occurred in 1956 with the Gal Oya 
riots in the Eastern Province. Ethnic riots against Tamils2 also took place in 1958, 1977, 1981 
and 1983, and intermittently from 1990 to 2009. In 2007, the State evicted -
ethnic Tamils from Colombo. There are even accounts of police forcing people to board buses at 
gunpoint. All those evicted made it as far as a detention center in Vavuniya district before 
eventually being allowed to return to the capital.3 (Originally, the State intended to deport 
approximately 500 people to the districts of Vavuniya, Batticaloa and Trincomalee).4 In short, 
State-sponsored Sinhalization, and the simultaneous embrace of extremist Sinhala Buddhist 
ideology, is a process that has steadily grown for generations. 

As noted above, the Sri Lankan State has actively promoted a Sinhala only  agenda through 
legislative processes. The 1956 Sinhala Only Act5 is perhaps the preeminent example of this. The 
enactment of the Prevention of Terrorism Act (1979) and declaration of 

, which remained in place for most of the past forty years, supported the State
relentless push for Sinhalization. With state-sponsored anti-Tamil policies, the police and the 
military became almost exclusively Sinhalese institutions, providing law enforcement authorities 
with ample opportunity to suppress the constitutional rights of Tamils. At its core, extremist 
Sinhala Buddhist ideology adheres to the notion that Sri Lanka is a Sinhalese island and that 
Buddhism must be the State religion. As De Votta notes
superordination, justifies subjugation of minorities, and suggests that those belonging to other 
ethnoreligious communities live in Sri Lanka only due to Sinhalese Buddhist sufferance. 6 
According to such a worldview, Sri Lanka must remain a Sinhalese Buddhist State. Within such 
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a state, all laws, mores and institutions should promote Sinhala Buddhism. Those people who do 
not agree with the above 7 As a corollary, 
E
ethnic conflict are mutually exclusive, under any circumstances. 

So, in addition to promoting ideological intolerance, several legal instruments and State 
development plans have helped the State implement and promote its Extremist Sinhala Buddhist 
(ESB) ideology. Lastly, this paper should also speak to development practitioners in Sri Lanka, 
especially those working for international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), because it 
appears that many ongoing reconstruction and development in the Northern Province condone 
(or even encourage) Extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideology. 
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The Sri Lankan State has a long history of using reconstruction and development plans that 
encourage and/or help Sinhalese people to settle in historically Tamil areas.  

significant role in allowing the Sri 
Lankan State to justify state-sponsored Sinhalization. These lands were distributed in order to 
carry out various settlement plans, particularly in historically Tamil areas. There were many 
types of schemes including those related to: village expansion, youth development, agriculture, 
irrigation and fisheries. However, these schemes were less effective at fostering genuine 
development and more effective at settling Sinhalese people in historically Tamil areas. It is 
important to remember that funds for these projects did not just come from the State; they also 
came from foreign countries and international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).  

Land schemes began in earnest after Sri Lanka gained independence in 1948 with D.S 
Senanayake, the Minister of Agriculture and Lands from 1931-1947, leading the way. Land 
located near Pattipalai, Kaluwanchchikudy, Batticaloa was renamed as Gal Oya.  At least as it 
relates to land, this constitutes the formal beginning of State-sponsored Sinhalization in the 

. In the post-independence era, one of the first development projects 
inaugurated by the Government of Sri Lanka was the development of Gal Oya Valley, a part of 
Gal Oya basin. 

had ever been attempted in Sri Lanka.8 Under this project, more than 80,000 Sinhalese people 
settled into predominantly Tamil areas from 1949 to 1952 and Sinhalese settlement continued in 
the 1960s.9  As Muggah notes: 

Each Gal Oya colony benefited from the welfarist tradition accompanying colonization schemes in 
Sri Lanka. Every unit was provided with an educational facility, village hall, recreation centre, 
cooperative market and related extension services.10 

Such a plan discriminated against ethnic Tamils, as they were largely excluded from these 
colony units.11 the State has 
always adhered to, one that favors Sinhalese people and infringes upon the constitutional rights 
of ethnic Tamils.12 The State
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The Mahaweli plan  set the tone for the highly exclusionary development policies that continue 
today. Though initially designed as a thirty-year year plan, President Jayawardene announced the 

-year project.13 as 
supposed to settle over 700,000 people within six years.14 

Using Extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideology as a guide, the Mahaweli plan aimed to dilute Tamil 
majorities in the Northern and Eastern Provinces, defeat the notion of Eelam and start a 
significant naval buildup in the area.15 

Two thirds of Mahaweli plan  and sought to 
give the Sinhalese-

16 Indeed, for extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideologues in the early 
1980s, the subjugation of ethnic Tamils in Colombo through the Sinhala only language policy 
and the introduction of SRI (number plates in Sinhala) were insufficient. Sinhalese people 
needed to actually settle in the Northern and Eastern Province; that was the best way to stifle 
calls for a separate state and/or greater political representation for Tamils in Sri Lanka.17 

The implementation of this project did two things. First, donors benefited 
economic success -cost ratio was 1.57), thus enabling certain debts to be 
repaid. Second, and more importantly, the plan drastically altered the ethnic composition of the 

he Sri Lankan State more authority to arbitrarily redraw 
provincial and district boundary lines.18 

the Ministry of Mahaweli Development, goes on to claim that the State thought that 
implementing the Mahaweli plan would crush the Tamil separatist movement.19 

Consequently, by the early 2000s, Tamil majorities were diluted in the districts of Ampara, 
Batticaloa, Mannar and Trincomalee. Aside from taking electoral power away from Tamils and 
other 

ardently desired.20 Ostensibly, the Mahaweli plan was an irrigation plan, although there was 
something more sinister behind this initiative. The State overtly supported Sinhalization in 
historically Tamil areas.21 
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Introduced in 1987, the 13th Amendment s constitution called for devolution of 
power to provincial councils. Nonetheless, the amendment is yet to be fully implemented, 
meaning that land policy is still crafted by the central government in Colombo. Relatedly, 
Provincial Governors hold sweeping powers. According to this 13th amendment to the 
constitution, governors are appointed by the President for (normally) five-year terms.22 In 
addition, by designating water as a service that will not be devolved, the State can use access to 
water to ensure future settlement in certain areas. Like the projects cited above, the State is able 

legitimize State-sponsored Extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideology.  

Importantly, in order to implement the Mahaweli project, the State 

(USAID), the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO).23 Hence, donors from the West and international development 
organizations financed this project. Extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideologues insisted that, aside 
from addressing the question of Sinhalese landlessne
the integrity of the national ethnic ratio.  With the escalation of the ethnic conflict into civil war 
in 1983, such intolerant thinking ossified, even at the highest levels of the State.24 

More recently, the Mahaweli plan has been extended. Since the end of the civil war, the Sri 
Lankan State has planned to settle Sinhalese people on 1,700 hectares of land, based on the 

- , Vavuniya North, Vavuniya. This project has now 
been extended to the Northern Province. Yet the Vavuniya North Divisional Secretariat, 
community members and other government officials in that area were unfamiliar with the 
extension of this project when it first began.25 

In March 2010, 4.5 million Sri Lankan rupees were allocated to the development of 
Kokkchankulam, Vavuniya North, Vavuniya under the Mahaweli plan. In order to encourage 
Sinhalese settlement in the area, the name of Kokkchchankulam was given a Sinhalese name, 

26 on 200 acres of paddy fields and 
lands in this area, which includes awater tank; this has been done with the assistance of Sri 
Lankan military personnel. Additionally, the Tamil nkulam
removed from the Vavuniya District Secretariat  of 2010 and 201127 and the water 
tank has been listed as a tank which was abandoned in 1983. 
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The importance the State has always given to  is illustrated 
by a comment made by Deputy Irrigation and Water Resources Management Minister S M 
Chandrasena in 2010: 

I must thank the President for allocating thrice the amount of funds than 2010 for the irrigation 
sector next year. The Mahaweli Authority which is 30 years old is now under our Ministry. The 
renovations and maintenance of canals and irrigation systems under the Mahaweli systems were in 
a poor condition.28 

The S  decision in January of 201229 to bring water to Jaffna district through the 
Iranamadu tank in Kilinochchi district fits in nicely with this philosophy. As long as the 
State, including the Water Resource Board, continues to restore and renovate existing 
tanks associated with the Mahaweli plan, the State 
from Colombo, and steer settlement projects as it sees fit. 

0@! 7$%,$3/*)+7*#2,53:3+73$$5383#$+
As noted, the State has been relentlessly settling Sinhalese people in predominantly Tamil areas 
since the end of the civil war. The mass displacement of Tamils during the civil war has 
facilitated this process; Sinhalese people are still moving into historically Tamil communities 
with the support of the Sri Lankan Army and other State actors. This has had a significant 
physical and psychological impact on thousands of displaced Tamils, especially those living in 

Briefly, the following incidents provide more specific evidence of these strategic settlements. 

The villages of Kokkilai and Kokkuthoduvaai (both coastal areas) are located on the border 
between the districts of Mullaitivu and Trincomalee. Community members (nearly all of whom 
are Tamil) in both areas have been struggling with displacement, resettlement and land 
infringement for a long time. In 1960, twenty-one families lived in these coastal areas and most 
people earned a living through fishing. During the armed conflict, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil 
Eelam (LTTE) gained control of these areas, for the first time, between 1984-1985. At that point, 
some Sinhalese families were evicted from their homes. Shortly after the civilwar ended in 2009, 
the State resettled thirty-seven families in these areas.30 This group of Sinhalese people came 
from Anuradhapura in the North Central Province. Reportedly, they are related to a group of 
Sinhalese who had previously lived in the area. The State has said that they are compelled to 

pulation increase. However, 
community members are reluctant to accept a rationale they view as, at best, dubious. In 
September 2011, forty-five Sinhalese families from Anuradhapura were settled in temporary 
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shelters in Kokkilai East, Mullaitivu. The Grama Niladhari (GN) led the settlement process by 
registering Sinhalese peoples  details shortly after they arrived in Kokkilai East. This early 
registration will allow Sinhalese people to get permanent lands more quickly. Many Tamil 
people living in the area reported that the GN clearly favors Sinhalese people when it comes to 
the provision of land. As the State consolidates power and legitimizes State-backed 
Sinhalization, even local State officials have been compelled to favor Sinhalese people over 
ethnic Tamils. 

In 1983, shortly after the civil war officially began, Tamils in Kokkilai West, Mulliyavalai, 
Karunatankerny, Mugathuvaram, Thennamaravady, Munthirigaikulam, Akkaraiveli, 
Kaliyanapuram and Mariyamunai were forcibly chased from their homes by State security 
forces. Since 2010, the State has resettled a number of Tamils in the previously mentioned 
locations, but the fundamental needs of these people still have not been met, giving people a 
strong disincentive to remain in the area. Like elsewhere in the country, the resettlement process 
for Tamils is nowhere near complete, in spite of the claims made by State authorities.31 
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Today, in the Northern Province, there is evidence that under the purview of the Presidential 
Task Force (PTF) and the Ministry of Defence (MOD) the same strategy, one that favors the 
ethnic majority at the expense of Tamils, is being utilized. Just as State-planned policies 
fomented Sinhalization and strategic Sinhalese settlement in the past (under the auspices of Gal 
Oya, the Mahaweli plan, and other initiatives), the State is now able to initiate similar objectives 
which are coordinated by PTF. 

Created in May of 2009, this opaque nineteen-member body regulates all reconstruction and 
development activities in the Northern Province. The PTF, which includes not even a single 
Tamil or woman member, ensures that all reconstruction and development projects are vetted 
and approved by the Sri Lankan State
was issued in May of 2009,32 there does not appear to be any existing legal framework that 
supports the PTF. The PTF holds extensive powers yet the legality of such a body remains 
dubious. According to the Sri Lankan State:  

Government in support of resettlement, rehabilitation and development and to liaise with all 
organizations in the public and private sectors and civil society organizations for the proper 

33 

Through the PTF, the Sri Lankan State has deliberately created a non-transparent, ever-changing, 
burdensome regulatory framework, generally encouraging projects related to tangible outputs 
like , while rarely approving projects on psychosocial counseling, 
trainings in emotional wellness or human rights education 
the access of some humanitarian and development agencies to the North---further underscoring 

able approach towards post-war development in the Northern 
Province.34 While many times hardware projects are approved, software projects are frequently 
rejected. This invariably means that many Tamils in the Northern Province do not have access to 
services (like counseling) that they need the most. As Darini Rajasingham-Senanayake has 
noted: 

The military mindset that has led to the concentration of power at the centre in Colombo under 
the Presidential Task Force for Reconstruction in the North and East headed by Basil Rajapaksa, 
the president's brother, is counter-productive to locally owned and equitable economic 
development, public-private partnerships, and entrepreneurship by the local business community 
in peace time. Central government control of development policy-making and the lack of fiscal 
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devolution means that the regions, provinces and local people lack ownership or control and are 
often denied the benefits of economic development done in their name.35 

While the analytical foundation underpinning the PTF is consistent with decades of State 
planning, the creation of the PTF can also be traced directly to the final phases of the civil war. 
Ever since that time, the State has waged a massive diplomatic campaign to avoid international 
scrutiny of its security forces' attacks on civilians and the extra-judicial killing of surrendered 
LTTE members and combatants. In July of 2010, UN  Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon, 
appointed a panel of three experts to probe alleged violations of international humanitarian law 
and international human rights law during the final phase of the war. After the Sri Lankan State 
denied permission to the panel to conduct its own investigations in Sri Lanka, the panel called 
for written submissions of evidence of war crimes from sources within the country.36 The Sri 
Lankan State likely suspected that NGOs operating in the former theaters of combat would 
convey evidence of war crimes to UN investigators. According to one employee of a national 
NGO operating in Sri Lanka re 
accusing them (the State 37 

Consequently, the State's clear suspicion of NGOs has translated into an ever more burdensome 
system of regulations since the end of the ethnic conflict. Aside from establishing the PTF 
shortly after civil war ended, the central government also brought the NGO Secretariat, another 
body which must also approve of project plans within the purview of the Ministry of Defence. 

Consequently, the rules and regulations surrounding the PTF encourage development 
practitioners to implement projects which do not always reflect the needs of community 
members living in the Northern Province. By creating the PTF, the State has successfully 
established (though to a lesser extent) a climate of fear amongst international development 
practitioners as many foreign staff fear deportation and the possibility of losing employment if 
do not adhere to the rules of the PTF or the NGO Secretariat. The need to gain PTF permission 

and/or craft projects that they know will be approved by the PTF, including State-sponsored 
settlements.38 

Quite recently, the Presidential Task force has been explicitly encouraging development agencies 
to focus on certain issues  believes are most important. This is 
evidenced by a December 22, 2011 letter written by Mr. S.B. Divaratne, Secretary to the PTF. 
The letter explicitly calls for humanitarian and aid agencies to help (mostly) Sinhalese people 
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 the historically Tamil district of Mullaitivu. Mr. Divaratne mentions that this is a 
group of Sinhalese who were  Oya project decades ago. Unsurprisingly, 

39 The day before Mr. Divaratne issued the 
abovementioned letter, he sent another letter outlining the State -à-vis 
development policy for the coming year in which the State 
to focus on less recent cases of displacement in the Northern Province, including Sinhala 
families displaced from the Province in 1980swith LTTE attacks on civilians In an obvious 
move to placate the international community and human rights activists, the letter also 
emphasized the need to help Muslim families who were compelled to leave the Province in 
199 40 

State-sponsored settlement of Sinhalese in historically Tamil areas is such a well-established 
practice of State policy which has been normalized that it may, at times, be overlooked (or 
ignored) by the general populace and even the international community. As mentioned above, in 
the past, prominent international aid organizations, including USAID and UNDP and the FAO to 
name a few, have actively promoted the State
technical and financial assistance. In post-war Sri Lanka, history is repeating itself; ethnic Tamils 
are being excluded from the development process, especially in the Northern Province. 
Distressingly, when international NGOs cooperate with such policies, State-backed extremist 
Sinhala Buddhist objectives are legitimized, strengthened and allowed to grow. 

A@! E&*#$+;5,#+9&%+?::*:$,#)3+ +D&%$23%#+;%&C*#)3+ +0F!0+
Looking ahead, the Joint Plan for Assistance- Northern Province-2012  is a collaborative effort 
drafted by the State, the United Nations, INGOs and NGOs. This is a worrisome  
document that looks like more of the same from the Sri Lankan State as it glosses over the 
myriad problems associated with resettlement in the North. 

According to this plan, 
to help people living in the Northern Province regain a sense of normalcy and stability in the 

41 As per the JPA, monitoring of development projects will continue to 
be overseen by the State, especially the Presidential Task Force. The plan says that: 

Cross-sectoral monitoring and reporting of the projects in the JPA will take place through the 
online Who-What-Where (3W) database, managed by the PTF with the technical support provided 
by OCHA. In addition to existing national monitoring mechanisms, the 3W will also track project 
implementation on the ground (Annex I).42 
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 for both national and international 
development practitioners
was designed to 
the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) used 3W after the 2004 tsunami. Yet, the tool 
has remained in place since that time. Since Sri Lanka is experiencing no such natural disaster, 
one feels compelled to ask the following: What is the rationale behind using 3W, three years 
after the civil war and eight years after the tsunami? 

The most plausible explanation seems to be that the State enjoys the extensive monitoring and 
reporting requirements (for all NGOs) that are associated with such data collection. Although the 
State can claim that it wants to streamline the monitoring process by engaging OCHA to set-up  
such a tool, it appears to be merely another means used by the State to maintain a firm grip on all 
reconstruction and development projects in the Northern Province, thereby ensuring that projects 
and processes can be used and/or manipulated to promote Sinhalization in all five districts in the 
Northern Province. The fact the UN and other NGOs fully support this initiative is discouraging, 
as they are indirectly, yet undeniably and divisive 
development model in the North. 
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Since 1958, the names of ancient Tamil villages and streets have surreptitiously been given 
Sinhalese names. Usually, State authorities have done this without even informing local 
administrative authorities. Since the end of the civil war, these incidents have occurred more 
rapidly in the North, East and Hill Country. Despite strong opposition from Tamils this practice 
continues unabated. Such opposition does not always appear publicly because people are 
reluctant to protest about issues like this, fearing that State security personnel will attempt to 
intimidate them, or worse.43 Since 2006, nearly 100 village names have been changed from a 
Tamil name to Sinhalese ones. While it is not possible to obtain more precise numbers, much of 
this renaming has occurred since the end of the civil war. Please refer to Annex I for more 
information. 
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The military can hardly been viewed as an impartial  East and Hill 
Country. When it comes to land rights during the civil war, military personnel, who have also 
exercised civil administrative functions, have a long and indisputable history of favoring 
Sinhalese groups. The expansion of the presence in predominantly Tamil areas has 
done little to quell the anxieties of ethnic Tamils.44 Some people fear even greater military 
expansion in certain areas, including the building of new bases.45 The State
exceed $2 billion (USD) this year, a nearly seven percent increase from the previous year.46 The 
State citing national security concerns, is unconvincing nearly 
three years after the end of the armed conflict. The State also recently announced that security 
forces and the police who have a third child would be paid a 100,000 rupee incentive, thereby 
cementing the special position enjoyed by the military in post-war Sri Lanka. Since the military 
is almost exclusively Sinhalese, this is disturbing and discriminatory.47 It is worth noting that 
while members of the armed forces are being provided a financial incentive to expand their 
families, Tamil women in the Hill County are being paid 500 rupees to undergo an irreversible 
sterilization procedure.48 

For instance, the 
military is involved in a diverse array of initiatives, from tourism to urban planning. Military 
personnel have even constructed numerous restaurants and cafés along the A9 road. Soldiers are 
also engaged in cultivation and selling vegetables and other produces in the North and East. All 
of this has a direct (and very negative) impact on community members living in the North and 
East, where unemployment is running at over 20%.49 Hence, institutionalized 
militarization continues to be problematic for Tamils living in the North, East and Hill Country. 

sq km of land in the north and east, but after May 2009, the defence forces have occupied more 
50 

Decades ago, Sri Lankan military personnel set up permanent army camps and/or High Security 
Zones (HSZs) on land owned and occupied by Tamils in the North, East and Hill Country. In 
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doing so, some temples and public places were either destroyed or infringed upon. This greatly 
disrupted the lives of thousands of Tamils and also led to mass displacement. The civil war has 
been over for nearly three years, but the military  presence in predominantly Tamil areas 
appears to be getting stronger. 
not the reason for such high levels of militarization in the North and East.51 The incidents 
recounted below are representative of this disturbing trend. 

In 2011, the State built 12,000 houses in Aanaivilunthan (Kilinochchi) Murukandy (Mullaitivu), 
Kokkavil and Palaly, Thellipalai (Jaffna) with the help of development assistance from China 
and is preparing to settle military families in these areas.52 The government is also building 
homes for Sri Lankan Navy families on 1,500 hectares of land in the Mankeni, in the Vahari area 
of Batticaloa district in the Eastern Province. Land belonging to the Sri Lanka Cashew 
Cooperation was also expropriated by the military in 2008.53 The State has already built houses 
in this area, but the planned settlement of Sinhalese families to this area is still pending.54 

In 2010, the State expropriated Wattagoda Estate in Nuwara Eliya district.55 However, people 
working on the estate were unaware of the takeover. In early 2010, a Member of Parliament from 
Nuwara Eliya, Minister Muththu Sivalingam, arranged a meeting with President Rajapaksa to 
discuss the possible expropriation of Wattagoda Estate. During the meeting, President Rajapaksa 
confirmed56 that an army camp would eventually be constructed in the area. The minister 
retorted that community members would not appreciate an additional army camp in the area. 
Nonetheless, President Rajapaksa simply said that the proposed military camp will be built 
without any inconvenience to civilians in that area.  Grease Devil/Mystery 
Man  phenomenon last year, the  Eliya increased drastically. Even 
though  for months, 
district remains strong.57 

Twenty acres of abandoned land from Recardon Colony in Nallathanni, Nuwara Eliya was 
recently expropriated by the Sri Lankan Army and the area was fenced off in January 2012. 
Army personnel have said they intend to create parking spaces in that space for people who are 

, a famous tourist attraction. Soldiers also indicated that they plan to 
cultivate chilies on the land.58 
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In addition, the State established a military training camp in the Mathavanai, in the 
Thambarakanduwa area of Polonnaruwa in the North Central Province in January2008. Initially, 
this land was designated as grazing land; the Sri Lankan government has also changed the name 
of this area to  Through this process the Sri La

s restricted.59 

As noted, de Facto High Security Zones60 are still an issue in post-war Sri Lanka. Sampur East, 
Sampur West, Navaretnapuram, Kadatkaraichenai and Konitivu are all villages in the Sampur 
area of Trincomalee district. Before their displacement in 2006, more than 1,300 families had 
been living in these places.61 Since the end of the war, instead of helping displaced Tamils return 
home, the government has decided to build a coal power plant in this area which will cover 
approximately 10,000 acres of land. 

In order to build this power plant, property belonging to the Sampur Hospital, Post Office, 
Fisheries Society, Cooperative Society and Agriculture Service Center will be infringed upon. 
Additionally, the State has expropriated a number of places of worship including Sampur 
Bathrakaly Ambal, Vinayakar, Nagathambiran, Konitivu Badabathrakaly, Pillayar and 
Sudaikuda Mariyamman, which will all be razed in order for the State to construct its coal power 
plant.62 Also in 2011, the Government Agent, District Secretariat and some Navy officers forced 
community members to move from their original location in Sampur to a number of other 
locations including Koravan Vettuvan Malai, Vembadythottam, Ganesapuram, and 
Seethanaveli.63 These are not anomalous events; they are part of a more methodical plan to evict 
Tamils from the North, East and Hill Country. 

High Security Zones in Jaffna also pose enormous challenges for people seeking to rebuild their 
lives. During the war, HSZs accounted for approximately 16% of land on the peninsula, more 
than any other district.64 Aside from clearly being illegal,65 these zones prevent civilians from 
returning home. It is not even certain when or if all HSZs will be dismantled. There have even 
been reports of military personnel acquiring new land in Jaffna to construct military bases.66 The 
Sri Lankan Army continues to occupy the following areas, all of which should be denoted as de 
facto High Security Zones: An area around Thellipalai; Kollankalatty; an area surrounding the 
Palaly airport; Kankesanthurai; an area beginning at the Ponnalai Junction and extending to 
coastal areas in Thondamanaru (including Mathakal, Keerimalai, Mayilitty and Vasavilan). In 
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other locations, although the military has left civilians remain ambivalent about returning, largely 
out of fear.67 

In Mathakal, Sundilipai, Jaffna community members had relied on fishing for generations, but 
that has been limited due to people being forcibly evicted from their homes and the creation of a 
HSZ. The Buddhist temple in Mathakal was also constructed on private property by the Sri 
Lankan Army. This temple was officially opened by Shiranthi Rajapaksa, the wife of the 
President on February 9, 2011.68 

In Valikamam North, Valikamam, Jaffna, Pradeshiya Saba officers and a public health officer 
gave people permission to build toilets and in November 2011, community members began 
construction, but Sri Lankan Navy personnel visited the site and stopped this initiative. Evidently 
military personnel were not happy about civilians returning to these areas. (This area used to be a 
HSZ).69 

In January 2012, community members obtained permission from the Sri Lankan Navy to clean 
an area in Keerimalai and were engaged in this Shramadana activity (community service in the 
form of cleaning public spaces) on January 14. As community members began to burn garbage, 
Navy personnel rushed to the scene, proceeded to attack community members and demanded that 
they stop burning garbage. As a result of this unwarranted attack, five community members were 
injured. The Chairman of the Pradeshiya Saba (PS) in Valikamam North was attacked with a 
plastic pipe; he was attacked both before and after he was identified as the Chairman. Later, he 
lodged a complaint with the Ilavalai Police. As of the writing of this report, the police have still 
not conducted any investigations.70 The day after the attack, the Sri Lankan Navy created 
roadblocks in Valikamam North (in the area where the assaults occurred) and checked people 
from morning to afternoon.71 

Over the years, many families were displaced in Batticaloa district from villages in the following 
Divisional Secretariat Divisions: Manmunai South Eruvilpattu, Eravurpattu, Koralaipattu South 
and Koralaipattu North. This occurred as a result of the conflict between Tamils and Muslims in 
1985 and also a result of Sri Lankan military operations in 1990, during the civil war. These 
families have still not been resettled. The Sri Lankan Navy encroached upon their lands and 
installed military camps there many years ago. Later, the navy officially declared these areas to 
be High Security Zones. The people who have been displaced from these areas have not received 
support from the State and are still living with relatives or friends. Even though these initial 
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displacements occurred more than twenty years ago, numerous resettlement problems remain 
unresolved. 

From 1990 to 2011, a Sri Lankan Army camp was situated in Kannakipuram. After 2010, the 
police also established security posts there and displaced twenty-five families who are now 
living with friends and relatives in Kannakipuram, Aalayaivembu, Akkaraipattu. These people 

ion, parliamentarians and 
the District Secretariat in Vellaveli. Nevertheless, to date, no action had been taken by any State 
authority. 

From 1990 to 2010, a Special Task Force (STF) camp was situated in Katturai Puchi. In 2010, 
the STF dismantled this camp, but community members were unable to resettle in their former 
homes as, at the time of writing this report, demining in the area is still ongoing. Some displaced 
people were forced to relocate to distant locations, like Colombo, Puttalam District and 
elsewhere. Understandably, these people have been demanding that the Stateproperly resettle 
them as soon as possible. 

Also, ten families from Thumbankerny, Thikkodai who were displaced are yet to be resettled 
because an army camp in this area is still operational. These community members are also living 
with friends and relatives.72 Another Sri Lankan Army Camp is located in Valaikal, a border 
village between Batticaloa and Ampara districts and community members from Valaikal have 
been unable to return home. This group has not filed a formal complaint with any State 
organizations about this matter.73 

Since 1985, Eravur (4thand 5thKurichi), Batticaloa were declared as High Security Zones; they 
are still de facto HSZs. Even though the State has refused to resettle Tamils in these areas, an 
Arabic college is being built in this location with funding provided by the Government of Iraq. 
Community members have voiced concerns about this and wondered how the Urban Council 
could allow this de facto High Security Zones (and historically Tamil 
areas). Fewer people understand why a Middle Eastern country has been given permission to do 
this while community members (mostly Tamils) from these areas are still waiting for an official 
resettlement date to be announced.74 The implementation of this project is being coordinated by 
the Urban Council Chairman in Eravur, Mr. Ali Zahir Moulana.75 

Further, when travelling from Killinochchi to Mullaitivu, certain lands belonging to Tamils have 
been marked as land that is ilitary  In these locations, military personnel do not 
allow landowners to enter or use the land to derive an income. In many of these locations, 
soldiers have constructed Buddhist symbols and/or Buddhist shrines along the highway. For 
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example, military personnel are currently occupying land belonging to a Tamil on Mullaitivu 
Road at the Kandawalai Junction76 in Paranthan, Killinochchi despite the 
regain possession of his land. Military personnel have even built a small Buddhist shrine and a 
Bodhi tree in that location at which soldiers are currently worshipping.77 

-posts and small camps) and fourteen major 
camps are situated along A39 and A9 between Mankulam and Paranthan Junction via Puthukudiyaruppu 

 

decision to build an army camp in Tharavankottai, Mannar Town, Mannar. 564 women signed a 
petition which was addressed to Tamil National Alliance (TNA) parliamentarians, the Justice 
Minister, the Lands Commissioner and the Mannar District Secretariat. The women cited 
security concerns and an invasion of privacy as the principal reason behind the petition.78 

Please refer to Annex II for more information on Army Camps in Kilinochchi and Mullaitivu. 
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East and Hill Country. This is yet another part of extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideology and lands 
belonging to Tamils are being incorporated into predominantly Sinhalese districts. For example, 

Tamil villages in a Sinhalese division of Trincomalee. Boundary changes are being undertaken to 
reduce the representation of Tamils in various areas. The aim is to dilute Tamil majority 
administrative areas to change the demography and thereby the number of parliamentary 
representatives the community can elect.79 

For example, the village of Thennaimaravadi and a few villages in Pulmodai were abruptly 
included in Pathavisripura Division, Trincomalee in 2010. For community members living in 
these places, it remains unclear why such redistricting is necessary.80 Sometimes, village name 
changing and redistricting go hand-in-hand. Contemporaneous name changing and redistricting 
have occurred earlier in Batticaloa since 1985. For example, the border villages of Manampitty, 
Polonnaruwa (now Velikanda), Pillaiyarady, Manmunai North, Batticaloa (now Ilukkupam), 
Manampitty, Polonnaruwa (now Manampittya), Soruvil, Thamparakanuwa, Polonnaruwa  (now 
Soruvila) and Muthukal, Thamparakanuwa, Polonnaruwa (now Muthugala) were all Tamil 
villages, but now they all have Sinhalese names and are a part of Polonnaruwa District.81 Other 
village name changes and examples of redistricting82 have recently occurred in Vavuniya, 
Mullaitivu, Anuradhapura and elsewhere. 

Q@0 7*#2,53:3+"#9%*#/383#$+&9+R%,O*#/+M,#'+
Pasture lands (belonging to Tamils) which are demarcated for cattle grazing in Batticaloa district 
are being occupied by Sinhalese people. These lands are colloquially known as 

Thamparakanuwa, Polonnaruwa.83These Sinhalese 
settlers have come from Dehiyathakandiya, Monoragala District.84 Periyamathavanai grazing 
land lies on the border of Monoragala and Batticaloa districts. 

There are approximately 1,800 square acres of land in Periyamathavanai. Out of these 1,800 
acres, thirty Sinhalese families are occupying about 500 acres of land, which they are using for 
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cultivation. The Sinhalese settlers are cultivating brown beans, chilies and other vegetables. In 
addition, Sinhalese settlers are not letting cattle belonging to Tamils cross into the area that they 
have infringed upon. When cattle do wander into this area, they are frequently shot and killed. 
Over a number of years, more than 80,000 cattle have died in Batticaloa due to incidents like this 
one.85 

Some Tamil cattle owners are currently seeking legal assistance to stop this illegal Sinhalese 
occupation.86 Regrettably, State officers from the Department of Agriculture or Veterinary 
Officers from the Department of Health, among others who could have taken action to resolve 
this issue have chosen to ignore it.  

Q@A 123+43:$%()$*&#+&9+=*#'(+138<53:+
During the civil war more than 350 Hindu Temples in the  North and East were 
demolished.87 The actual number of Hindu Temples destroyed in, almost certainly, much greater 
than list provided in this monograph. In other cases, army personnel continue to occupy Hindu 
temples, some of which are located in de facto HSZs. This invariably leads to fewer Tamils 
frequenting these religious sites, mostly out of fear. 

Relatedly, the State has been building Buddhist shrines and other religious monuments where 
some of these Hindu temples existed.88 Shortly after May 2009, the construction of Buddhist 
shrines and/or religious monuments in the North and East began in earnest. Again, most often 
military personnel are building these Buddhist shrines89, a process which can be witnessed when 

 A9 road. Military personnel can also be seen planting Bodhi trees to 
augur the construction of a Buddhist shrine. Historically, those trees had been planted after 
Buddhist shrines had already been constructed, but not anymore. In post-war Sri Lanka, 
proselytizing has been outsourced to the military. 

In the Hill Country there is a historical Tamil site in Ratnapura called Sivanolipathamalai 
(Adam Peak). This is a famous holy site for Hindus and many used to engage in religious 
rituals there every year. Since 1900, the site has welcomed people who spoke English, Sinhala 
and Tamil. However, in the 1970s, the site was given an exclusively Sinhalese name and is now 

.  Right now, importance is only given to Buddhism and the location has been 
officially denoted as a Buddhist holy site by the State. The administration of this site is managed 
by Buddhist monks and Hindu rituals are no longer permitted in Sri Pada.90 State authorities have 
even created a new DS Division to administer the site. 
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People believe in and worship Elf (a minor Hindu god) in Nuwara Eliya and Ratnapura, both of 
which are historically Tamil districts. Yet, Extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideologues have 
established Buddhist symbols in places where Tamils temples were located. In some parts of 
Ratnapura district, Hindu temples and Gods are now referred to by Sinhalese names. This is not 
only occurring in the Hill Country; similar incidents have also occurr
and East.91 

More specifically, the he Hindu religion) was placed at the entrance 
of the Kathirgamam Kanthan Temple a long time ago. But, in the early 1990s, this shape was 
removed along with statutes of Hindu gods, Muragan, Valli and Theivanai. Stone pillars in a 
dilapidated cave known as Ravanan Kottai in Kathirgamam, Uva Province were converted into a 
Minar shape, a Buddhist cultural and religious symbol. 

In 1995, the Sri Lankan Army established a camp at the Kantharodai Archaeological Research 
Centre in Kantharoai, Chunnakam, Jaffna. The following year, they built a temporary place of 
worship, but not a shrine, in that same location. Army personnel then placed a Buddhist statue 
there and named the place Kathurugoda Temple  In 2002, they planted a Bodhi tree inside the 
Archaeological Research Centre.  

In 2010, Sri Lankan soldiers collected some broken stones from abandoned houses in the area. 
Eventually, the soldiers used these stones to build a Buddhist religious building. They also built a 
Buddhist shrine inside that building. Next to the Bodhi tree they planted a sign written in 
Sinhala, 92 which says the following: 

King Sangiliayn ruled Jaffna in the 16th century AD and the destruction of this Vihara was an act 
of cruelty by this king. Under his rule sixty Buddhist monks died in a place called Punguduthevu 
situated in Puwanga Boomi. Their ashes were buried in Katurugoda and a cemetery was built. 
Among those, it is believed that they discovered fifty-six tombs in 1917. Also, during the period of 
Thevanambiyatissa, a decorative standing stone pathway constructed from Dambakola Patuna to 
the north entrance of Anuradhapura. Katurugoda was in between these two places. According to a 
Chronicle named Janaprawa, Lord Buddha who resolved a dispute between King Sulotha and 
Mahoda rested at Katurugoda. The Buddhist statue and other archeological materials from here 

93 

The abovementioned army camp is situated on two acres of land and approximately fifteen 
soldiers are currently working there.94 

Furthermore, there is a famous temple in Hatton is known as the Manikka Pillayar Temple in 
Hatton town, Hatton. The street leading to that temple is known as Manikka Pillayar Street. In 
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2011, the  abruptly changed to the  Street.95 
Tamil people living in the area have not appreciated this, but the new street name remains in 
place.96 

Hindu Tamils have been maintaining the Hot Spring Wells in Kanniya, Trincomalee, at which an 
ancient Hindu temple is located, for generations. This area has been a major tourist attraction for 
a very long time has always been within the purview of the  Department of Archaeology 

certain vested interests, including the Government Agent in Trincomalee, Major General TRD 
Silva and attempts are being made to turn this location into a place of worship for Buddhists. In 
the afternoon of 5 October 2010, the Government Agent even removed several sign board 

 deep historical ties to ethnic Tamils from this location. At present, a Bodhi 
tree has been planted in the area and a Buddhist Temple is being constructed.  

In Kachilaimadu, Sri Lankan Army personnel destroyed a statue of Pandaravaniyan,97 a Tamil 
king. This incident happened in Kachilaimadu, Mullaitivu in April 2010.98 

In September 2011, the State built a small Buddhist statue that infringed upon three different 
properties: the Kokkilai Hospital, some privately held land and the local post office. In the 
future, the State has indicated that it plans to expand upon the newly constructed Buddha statue. 
State officials have said that they will eventually construct a Buddhist shrine in that location.  

Q@G 1&+$23+S*)$&%+R&3:+$23+7<&*5:T+?+;&:$UH,%+S*:*$+$&+P(55*C,*.,5+
Two Tamil women traveled to Puthukudiyiruppu, Mullaitivu on August 22, 2011. First, their 
vehicle was stopped by the Sri Lankan Army at the Oddusuddan checkpoint. This is another 
entrance to Puthukudiyiruppu which is still not open to the public. Both women were Tamil; 
their driver was Sinhalese. 

The driver was asked several questions: Where are you all coming from? What do you all do? 
Where do you think you are going? The driver was then asked the following: Are there any 
Tamils inside the vehicle?  

The driver said that no Tamils were in the vehicle. The driver was then told that Tamils, 
including those residing in Mullaitivu, are not allowed to enter this area. The army is supposed 
to be very careful to make sure that no Tamils enter. 

Army members then asked three more times if there were any Tamils in the vehicle. The driver 
continued to respond that there were not any Tamils in the vehicle. 
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After that, another soldier approached the car and asked two women to open the car door. The 
soldier looked inside the car and asked the two women the same questions that he had asked the 
driver. One of the two women speaks Sinhalese fluently so they had less chance of being 
identified as Tamils. 

The slain LTTE leader Prabhak  house, other sectional leaders  houses and a larger pool 
used to train the igers are all currently on exhibition that is open for viewing only 
for Sinhalese people.  

Significantly, the State has been proudly discussing its defeat of the LTTE, a separatist 
movement that clearly did not speak for all Tamils. Yet, in doing so, the State has been 
deliberating misinterpreting Tamil history. For example, while the group of three was visiting, an 
army soldiers were busy explaining to tourists that the Vanni had always been a place where 
Sinhalese had lived until the LTTE gained control of the area during the ethnic conflict. This 
assertion is patently false. It has been widely accepted that, historically, the Vanni was occupied 
by Tamil kings, not Sinhalese people. The State is purposely distorting history.  

In this area, many Tamils still have not been properly resettled by the State and they have no 
information whether they will ever be able to return home. It should be noted that almost all sign 
boards in this area are now written in Sinhala.  

During the time of their visit, the two women did not speak a word of Tamil until they left 
Mullaitivu. The group was stopped at four more checkpoints where they were again questioned 
by the Sri Lankan Army. The same types of questions, like those mentioned above, were asked at 
all four check points. 

The two women noticed that State security forces were cordial to all visitors. While the group 
was passing Vellam Mullivaikkal, Valaiyarmadam, Puthumathalan and Nandikadal, they saw 
thousands of vehicles---lorries, buses, motorbikes and bicycle---that had been abandoned by 
Tamils when they were displaced at the end of the war. Again, the owners have been unable to 
regain their possessions since State security personnel do not allow them to enter this area. 

When travelling in this area, one can see clearly that most of the lands are explicitly marked, in 
Sinhala and/or English that  

Civilians have not been resettled in Vellam Mullivaikal and Valaiyarmadam in Mullaitivu. 
However, houses have been built (in the jungle) in these locations. If Tamils are not being 
allowed to return home, why is the State building additional houses in these areas? 
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The Sri Lankan Army has not allowed many Tamils to return to their homes, but that does not 
mean that those lands are not being used. Army personnel are currently selling things like sand, 
artifacts to vehicles and timber to outsiders.99 
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Post- n by majoritarian triumphalism. Even after almost three 
years after the end 

seems to be the strategy. The present re-construction policy is been used to 
reconstruct the Tamil collective identity as well. After the civil war ended, certain Tamil 
traditions have been gradually changed by the State in the North and East. Again, the reason 
behind these changes is to destroy the specific socio- cultural values of Tamils.100 

To entertain and attract Tamil youth, the government and businessmen, in conjunction with the 
Sri Lankan military, have been organizing Sinhalese cultural music shows in historically Tamil 

the Avurudu Pageant (Aurudu Kumari) and climbing the grease poll were introduced at the New 
 Kilinochchi and Mullaitivu after the end of the war. 

Additionally, any event or social gathering must be reported to Sri Lankan military personnel, 
giving the Sinhalese-dominate military ample opportunity to promoted and/or incorporate 
Sinhalese cultural activities into Tamil celebrations.101 Besides, it is likely that few people will 
attend such festivities if they know people will be under scrutiny and those who participate also 
do it for reasons such as not to antagonize the military. By involving themselves in (literally) all 
aspects of civilian affairs, the Sinhalese-dominated military is able to foster a culture of 
subjugation among Tamil communities. For many Tamils, the end of the civil war has brought 
with it the internalization of inferiority. People in these areas also feel that hosting Tamil cultural 
events they will be suspected of attempting to revive LTTE ideology. To clarify, the willful 
blending of cultures and ethnic groups is something that should be wholeheartedly encouraged, 
in Sri Lanka or anywhere else. Unfortunately, interethnic mixing of that nature is not happening 
on rest of the island. Rather, led by the Sinhalese-dominated State, the ethnic majority is 
imposing its own culture upon Tamils. 

It is no secret that many people living in 
lack physical and financial security. The large number of female-headed households in the 

profound lack of security, many women may feel compelled to enter into exploitative 
relationships with Sinhalese men, including military personnel.102 Since in most cases Tamil 
women have entered such relationships under duress or dire need, this cannot be viewed as a 
positive development. 
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The Sri Lankan State tries to show that the country is experiencing genuine national 
reconciliation, but that assertion is disingenuous. The case of Panama is illustrative of this. Since 
1958, only Tamils have lived in Panama. However, interethnic marriages began shortly after the 
State-sponsored Gal Oya103 project was implemented and Panama has now become a Sinhalese 
village due to the large number of mixed marriages which have occurred there. The Tamil 
identity is weakened as a result of these relationships, while Extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideology 
is further legitimized. 

In many instances widows and female headed household will maintain a sexual relationship with 
a soldier who is already married. This is done to alleviate -founded security 
concerns. Women feel that if they regularly give sexual favors to one soldier, other soldiers will 
not harass them.104 Furthermore, uninvited army members attend social events and gathering like 
temple festivals and family ceremonies in Kilinochchi and Mullaitivu frightens community 
members.   
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Since the conclusion of the civil war, Tamils have been largely excluded from development 
projects in the countr
continue in the North, East and Hill Country, much of this economic activity favors Sinhalese 
people and companies which are headquartered in southern Sri Lanka. Most often Sri Lanka 
military personnel facilitate the economic activities of Sinhala companies from the South and in 
doing so take on the role of civil administration. Recently, military personnel have been engaged 
in numerous activities including: the construction of Buddhist holy sites, the destruction of 
traditional buildings and community centers, looting iron from factories (like KKS cement 
factories); the looting of idols (like bronze statues and/or Hindu idols); the transporting of timber 
by military personnel in predominantly Tamil areas and the quarrying105 of limestone and other 
minerals. 

Many functioning Tamil-owned companies are located in the North and East, but building, street 
and irrigation activities are currently undertaken by Sinhalese with close connections to 
Sinhalese political leaders and military leaders, including the Rajapaksas. Senior Sri Lankan 
Army officers from the South help strengthen these relationships.  

When it comes to giving tender, State officials are reluctant to provide tenders to Tamils. 
Essentially the tender process has become politicized and militarized; Tamils suffer as a result. 
Minorities also face grave difficulties in gaining employment.106  As mentioned, some estimates 
put the rate of unemployment in the Northern Province at somewhere between 20 and 30 percent, 
even though the national average is less than 5 percent.107 

Since the end of the civil war, Sinhalese from southern Sri Lanka (many of whom are supported 
by the State) have come to the country -affected regions and many raw materials like trees, 
iron, gravel and sand. These raw materials are then resold in those same locations. Almost all 
sand mining and gravel quarrying initiatives in the districts of Mullaitivu and Kilinochchi are 
owned by Sinhalese people. Currently, very few Tamils are engaged in sand mining or gravel 
quarrying in either district.108 

Sometimes, the State is reluctant to renovate dilapidated factories which are located in the 
---choosing to move production elsewhere. For example, a 

paper factory in Valaichenai,109 Batticaloa was created in 1956. In 1990, the State decided to 
merge this factory with a paper factory in Embilipitiya, Ratnapura, a predominantly Sinhalese 
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district. As a result of this decision, three thousand Tamil employees at the factory in 
Valaichenai have been laid off since 2006.110Even though Tamil communities might be in 
possession of raw materials, finished products are coming from outside those areas, meaning that 
people living in places like Jaffna and Batticaloa districts are forced to pay more for goods. 

W@! X*:2*#/+*#+P(55,*$*C(+4*:$%*)$+
In 2005, only one third of the sea area due to us was under our control. With the defeat 

of terrorism, Sri Lankans are now able to reap the benefits of the total sea area that the 
country is entitled to. I will take steps to further strengthen and activate the programme 
put forward under the Mahinda Chintana to make maximum use of these ocean 

111 
 

In Mullaitivu, from 1956 to 2010, 
112 is Tamil for a type of boundary distribution on the seashore; 

essentially, this is a fishing permit. There is a customary law which states that such permits are 
passed down to generations.) There are two types of Padu-Kattuvala and Padu-Karavalai. 

Before 1984, there were fifty-six Padugal for all areas from to Kokkilai to Salai in Mullaitivu. At 
that time, only ten of those permits were owned by Sinhalese people. 

Now, in 2012, more than one hundred Sinhalese people are working in this same area; all of 
them have Padugal (fishing permits). Recently, it has been reported that the Minister of Fisheries 
has been discriminating against Tamils by not renewing their fishing permits. Currently, 
Sinhalese people obtain fishing permits easily in Mullaitivu with the assistance of the military as 
the renewal process is taking place at the Divisional Secretariat. 

While Tamils in Mullaitivu have only been given temporary permits recently, the State gives 
Sinhalese people permanent permits with little hesitation. To be clear, many Tamils have applied 
for permanent permits, but those have not been granted by the State. Additionally, in 

ry important. (This area is located in one of 

Sinhalese are free to fish in this area whenever they want. These Sinhalese people have been 
coming from Negombo, Puttalam and Chilaw.113 

Relatedly, a de facto High Security Zone located from Selvapuram to Mulliyavaikkal in 
Mullaitivu is still under army control. Therefore, Tamils are not allowed to fish in this area. 
Nonetheless, Sinhalese people are currently fishing there without any trouble. These Sinhalese 
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people also come from Negombo, Puttalam and Chilaw.114 Again, Tamils have been trying to get 
Permanent Permits to be allowed to fish in Mullaitivu, but they have had little success. The 
Minister of Fisheries, Rajitha Senaratna, stated that those Sinhalese people have permanent 
permits but that they were chased away by the LTTE in 1984. The minister failed to mention that 
Tamils have been residing in the area for far longer than that and have permits. 

As noted, Sampur, Trincomalee was declared as a High Security Zone/Special Economic Zone in 
2007 and all the people from that area are still living in camps.  Fishing is prohibited there. 
However, the State security forces have allowed people to use six Kattuvallai Padugal in 
Kadalkarichennai, Sampur. Approximately 25% of the fishermen from Muthur, Trincomalee are 
working as laborers with fisherman from Kadalkaraichennai. People from Muthur East, 
Sampur115 had 32 Kattuvalai Padugals and 2 Karavalai Padugals. Among this, Kadalkaraichenai 
was allotted 24 Kattuvalai Padugal and 1KaravellaiPadu was given. Prior to that, there were 
seven Sinhalese families in Sampur and recently the State has resettled around 35 families to that 
area. 

Historically, in Muthur there was only one Fish

 

Kattuvalai Padu to a Muslim fisherman. 

Recently, the Sri Lankan Navy has been pressuring people from Sampur to lease their Padugals 

Sinhalese people are allowed to use our permits to fish, then why can we not use our own 
116 Tellingly, in Mullaitivu, not a single Tamil owns a multi-day boat since none 

of them have fishing permits. 

W@0 7%*+M,#.,#+D,C>+"#'*:)%3$*&#+*#+Y,''(<(5,8+12*%(C,'*#,5,*+
Currently, there are about 115 fishermen fishing in the sea of Kazttupulam Thiruvadinilai, which 
is located on Chulipuram East, Chankanai DS Division, Jaffna. The Fishermen Society of this 

kilometers of costal belt. The Sri Lankan Navy created a High Security Zone in this area in 1995; 
Navy personnel have retained control over a large portion of the sea since that time. The 
fishermen were only allowed to fish in this area. Over the past three months, navy personnel 
have constructed numerous buildings along the Kazttupulam Thiruvadynillai seashore. 
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On March 13, 2012 Namal Rajapaksa, son of the president, visited this area and the fishermen of 
that area were not allowed to enter any part of abovementioned costal belt. That same day, Navy 
personnel ordered ten fishermen to remove their Kalankanni Nets (trap nets). As a result, ten 
families lost their livelihood. The fishermen also alluded to the fact that there are Sinhalese 
residing in the newly constructed two story building (a prefab building). 

That same evening, at around 8 pm, Navy personnel visited the house of a community member 
and said that the Kalankanni stick and nets that are placed on the coastal belt near the buildings 
must be removed. Otherwise, Navy personnel said that they would remove them. There were ten 
Kalankanni nets and the fishermen removed all of them. As a result, the fishermen and their 
families have been badly affected.  

On March 16, 2012 when the fishermen off Mathagal costal belt were fishing in the 
Thiruwadinilai area (adjacent to Kazttupulam Thiruvadynillai), Navy personnel chased them 
away.117 In addition, army personnel placed commando wires, a type of wire normally used by 
the security forces, for barrier fencing along the coast in the area. New buildings are being 
constructed on private lands belonging to people of that area. Civilians are currently living in 
fear. At the end of February, the Navy prevented the fishermen from fishing. This matter was 
reported to the DS in Chankanai. After that, civilians had been allowed to fish for twenty-five 
days without interruption. 
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instance, many Sri Lankan universities appear to be favoring Sinhalese university students in 
historically Tamil areas.118 At the end of 2011, the State appointed a Sinhalese person to hold the 
position with powers of Vice Chancellor at Eastern University, Batticaloa. However, the State 
cancelled this move after people protested against that appointment. State authorities appointed a 
Tamil as Vice Chancellor instead.119 

At Jaffna University, the percentage of Sinhalese who were admitted (and subsequently enrolled) 
has increased significantly since 2010. For example, before the civil war ended, less than ten 
Sinhalese students were studying medicine in the Faculty of Medicine. However, starting in 
2010, 50% of students (more than 100 people) admitted to study science and law have been 
Sinhalese. Consequently, lectures are being conducted in English---to accommodate both 
Sinhalese and Tamil students. Conversely, the lectures held at Moratuwa and Jayawardapura 
Universities are normally held in Sinhala120 because mostly Sinhalese students are studying at 
these two schools.121 To be clear, both of these two public universities are located in the 

the fact that numerous Tamil students attend both universities, the majority of lectures are carried 
out in Sinhala, as opposed to English, which creates obvious problems for Tamil students. 

Recently, the State appointed a Sinhalese Professor to teach math at Jaffna University. This man 
will teach only in English. These types of appointments are creating serious tension in 
predominantly Tamil schools, particularly because the level of English knowledge is limited 
among the population of the North and East due to the lack of good English teachers in the 
schools. The State appears unwilling to appoint many Tamil teachers to predominantly Sinhalese 
universities, yet consistently appoints Sinhalese teachers to Tamil universities without hesitation. 

In addition, Muslim teachers who work in some Tamils schools in Ratnapura district leave for 
two hours on Fridays to go worship. This means that Tamil students are losing eight hours of 
educational instruction per month where the State is not providing additional instructors to cover 
this. Also, in the Hill Country, there are currently five thousand Tamil students in the Nivithigala 
and Balangoda educational zones in Ratnapura district. There are seven thousand Tamil students 
in the Ratnapura educational zone and four thousand Tamil students in the Empilipitiya 
educational zone. Nevertheless there are still no Advanced level (secondary) schools for Tamil 
speakers in these areas. Moreover, there are no well trained teachers for Ordinary level subjects 
in these Tamil schools. Normally in the Hill Country, teachers in Sinhalese school O/Level and 
A/Level schools have graduate degrees. Yet, in Tamil schools in the same part of the country, 
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teachers are merely appointed---irrespective of how educated they are. (Consequently, many 
teachers who are hired for Tamil school are comparably less educated, usually not having 
attended proper training in Ratnapura and elsewhere in the Hill Country. Regarding training, 
teachers in Sinhalese school usually receive State-sponsored trainings before they start teaching. 
For some reason, newly hired Tamil teachers have not been receiving the same training in the 
Hill Country. 

For the past twenty years Mannampity Tamil Vidyalayam (an O/Level school) in Polonnaruwa 
District) has been functioning without maths and science teachers. The same thing has happened 
at another O/Level school Pasara Tamil Vidyalayam, Pasara which is located in Badulla.     

Recently, the State has noted that 25 per cent of Badulla District Tamil students have been given 
places to study Agriculture Technology at Uva University. Yet, paradoxically, the subject of 
Agriculture Technology is not provided in Advance level (secondary) Tamil schools in Badulla. 
Since Tamils are not receiving the requisite training before enrolling at the university, they are 
unable to purse studies in Agriculture Technology at Uva University. Meaning that it is 
impossible for 25 per cent of Agriculture Technology students at Uvu University to be Tamil. 
(That number of Tamils are unable to get enough marks to enrol in these classes at the university 
level. This is a quota system). 
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Regrettably, the Sri Lanka State favors Sinhalese people when it comes to public sector 
employment, especially when it comes to positions of power like those of Provincial Governor 
and Government Agent. Since the conclusion of the civil war, examples of such preferentialism 

people who held high level positions with the military to such positions.122 

In the Eastern Province, former military men hold a number of senior governmental positions, 
including the Governorship of the entire province.123 The Government Agent of Trincomalee, the 
Provincial Council Secretariat and the Land Commissioner of the Eastern Province, among 
others, are all ex-military men.124 

Due to strategic decisions made by the State, far more Sinhalese people hold significant public 
125 Due to this, sometimes Tamils 

are unable to perform basic activities (like filling out forms in State buildings) in their own 
language. Such discrimination invariably limits opportunities for ethnic Tamils.  
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Since Sri Lanka gained independence, the State has systematically pursued a diverse array of 
anti-Tamil polices. Th rategic Sinhalese 
settlements in historically Tamil areas lies at the heart of this agenda. The most recent 
manifestation of state-sponsored Sinhalization under the auspices of has resulted 
in the creation of the highly opaque Presidential Task Force, a body managed by the Ministry of 
Defence and rife with Extremist Sinhala Buddhist underpinnings. 

Relatedly,  host of negative externalities. In 
the North and East, military personnel are not wel hey are more 

-torn regions. Feelings of suspicion and fear permeate these areas. Besides, 
HSZs serve as -dominated 
military force. Tellingly, t
that military personnel are even performing duties previously carried out by Grama Sevakas and 
other local State officials. For instance, in Sri Lanka, when someone dies, a family member must 
immediately inform the local Grama Sevaka, in order to facilitate the application of a death 
certificate. Yet now, in Kilinochchi and Mullaitivu, community members must immediately 
inform the military.   

Unfortunately, some national and international NGOs 
development model, meaning that non-state actors are indirectly, yet surely, contributing to 
State-sponsored Sinhalization. 

The politics of land is still a combative issue in post-war Sri Lanka. By altering boundary lines, 
the State hopes to ensure that no DS Division will be under Tamil administration. The State is 
also ignoring unlawful actions, like land infringement, perpetrated by Sinhalese people. The 
State-sponsored name changing of villages is a relatively straightforward way to wipe out the 

 Furthermore, it appears that, as opposed to providing aid to 
war-affected minorities in the North, East and Hill Country, the State prefers to focus on the 
construction of historical monuments and the denigration of areas which are important to Tamils. 
Essentially, a plethora of State-sponsored policies encourage Sinhala Buddhists to settle in areas 
they otherwise would not.  

At is core, Extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideology embraces intolerance, myopia and a lack of 
respect for Tamil rights. 

Mahinda Rajapaksa is not a visionary; he is only the most recent embodiment of illiberal 
political leaders who seek to mobilize the masses through a racist brand of majoritarianism. 
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The Rajapaksa Administration shows little interest in national reconciliation or ensuring that 
Tamils are able to fully and freely exercise their rights; for the State, anti-Tamil policy continuity 
is paramount. The concerted effort to venerate Sinhalese Buddhist traditions and denigrate the 
historical and cultural significance of Tamils is disappointing and worrisome. President  
Rajapaksa and his allies should initiate a genuine process of reconciliation that is respectful of 
the cultures and traditions of all communities and views the members of all communities as 
citizens with equal rights. Instead of adequately addressing the root causes of the civil war, the 
State seems intent on championing Extremist Sinhala Buddhist ideology which has been 
promulgated   resounding defeat of the LTTE is 
incontrovertible. However, if Extremist Sinhala Buddhist policies continue to emanate from 
Colombo, another civil war may be unavoidable. 
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BG" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"C)'*+" 2)7+7+&@4,/&$" 2&/%)O&->K&"

DH" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"C)'*+" C>8,@4>@?" C>&8,@4,'&@&"

D!" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"C)'*+" 4&7+7+,'&@$)**&." 2&+&$;./$)8>"

D0" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"C)'*+" (,/.?&@4,/&$" 3.?&$;&/&-&>-&"

D5" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"C)'*+" (>'.?&@&/&@2,/&$" (&'>-.&>-&"

D9" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"C)'*+" (,/.?&@4,/&$" 2)**.?&->-&"

D:" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"C)'*+" (&@4,/&$" (&@K>K&"

D=" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"3),*+" I&'&%%>'.?&4,/&$" Z>$&+&-&>-&"

DB" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"3),*+" E'&*%>'.?&4,/&$" E'&*%>'.?&4,/&$"

DD" N&-,@.?&" N&-,@.?&"3),*+" A&8,4&@*+&" A&@8,4)88&."

DG" N&-,@.?&" "N>@<&/&W+>88.4,/&$" #8&%%&@4,/&$" #8&%%&@4,/&$"
"



"

"



"



!

!

!

!

!

Number In Map Between Junctions Number of Mini Camps 

1 Paranthan to Velikandal 30 

2 Velikandal to Theravilkulam 19 

3 Theravilkulam to Puthukkudiyiruppu 31 

4 Puthukkudiyiruppu to Thanniyutru 10 
5 Thanniyutru to Odduchuddan 28 
6 Odduchuddan to Karippaddamurippu 24 

7 Karippaddamurippu to Mankulam 6 



!"#$%&'()*+(,&-."/.&!01(&2((#&3(,4567($&3%(&46&-05&

8& 3",45"/4& 39&3"1","6#& :"++0;(& <0)(&6=&>61"+&?'()*+(@&

!" #$%&'()*+,," -($*.,/*" 0*&)*12*/*'2'2%" 0%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" 7*)86$" 0*1212%&%"9))*&"4(/%+"

:" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" -,,&;*)*" 0%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

<" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" 4*++*=%" -*+*%">,,12%"9))*&"4(/%+"

?" #$%&'()*+,," 4%&&%3*" @88*$6""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""-6$6;*&A(/%+"

B" #$%&'()*+,," 4%&&%3*" @88*$6""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""9))*&4(/%+"

C" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" D*&A*8*11%&*)" -*+*%*))*&A(/%+"

E" #$%&'()*+,," F*'2%+*)8*116" 4*+)*+*%" 9))*&A(/%+"

G" #$%&'()*+,," #(.&"*&=";$*/,1H" 4*88*+126$*%" I*+%61$68%++*3*$A(/%+"

!J" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" K*+A6+%" 7%12%/%&*3*;*$A(/%+"

!!" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" 4%+%/,113" -612126)*$%*))*&A(/%+"

!5" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" -*++%A*%12%/6" 4*&;A6/,+3H%/*&A(/%+"

!:" #$%&'()*+,," #$%&'(1(.&" 7*)L*+12%/6" -6$6;*&A(/%+"

!<" #$%&'()*+,," 4%&&%3*" @88*$6""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" """""""""""""4(&,H*$A(/%+"

!?" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" K*+A6+%" >*$*3*&*&A(/%+"

!B" #$%&'()*+,," -6126$" M2,&*%3(($" >*A*12*)L%$*&A(/%+"

!C" #$%&'()*+,," #(.&"*&=";$*/,1H" H%/*86$%" 9*+*=%8%++*3*$A(/%+"

!E" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 4*116)6$%/6" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

!G" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 4*116)6$%/6" 4*+%"4(/%+"

5J" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" -*/*=%(=*%" 0,$%3*H*)%"4(/%+"

5!" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 4*P6.*1212*%" 0,$%3*H*)%"4(/%+"

55" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 9+*)A6+*)" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

5:" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" I*A*$*%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

5<" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" I*11*/*&" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

5?" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 0*&%'2*&;A,$&3" 0,$%3*H*)%"4(/%+"

5B" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 0*&%'2*&;A,$&3" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

5C" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" -*&;A,$&3" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

5E" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" #2(&%12*11*)*=6" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

5G" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 06'2'2*A,$&3" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

:J" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 06'2'2*A,$&3" >*;*12*)8%$*&"4(/%+"

:!" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 06'2'2*A,$&3" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:5" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 06'2'2*A,$&3" 0*12%&%3*))*&A(/%+"

::" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 4*12%$*/,+3" I,,$*A*12%88%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:<" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 4*12%$*/,+3" 0*12%$*A*+%3*))*&A(/%+"



:?" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 0*+'2,&*%" 4*=*1A*$*%"0,$%3*H*)%A(/%+"

:B" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 9)8*&12*&*/,+3" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:C" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 4*&=*+*=3" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:E" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O>($12" 4()*12*+*)*=6" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:G" N*11%'*+(*" I,$6;*+"

Q++*&A*%126$*%"

-6;*126.*$*)"

46&'2%12*8*12*)*+*%"N*+*)6$6;*&"

4(/%+"

<J" N*11%'*+(*" I,$6;*+" I,$6;*+"-6;*126.*$*)" 4*++*=3">,,+3*))*&"4(/%+"

<!" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O7(612" 46=6)L%)*+*%" 4*&&*A%3*))*&"4(/%+"

<5" N*11%'*+(*" 4($*+*%8*116O7(612" 46=6)L%)*+*%" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

<:" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 7%&&*.*12*%" >*;*12*)8%$*&"4(/%+"

<<" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 7%&&*.*12*%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

<?" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" -**+*%3*$A*116" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

<B" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" >,=%3*.*11*%" -*$%3*)*&"4(/%+"

<C" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" S*&*%A*11%3*.,+%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

<E" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 0*+*'2(+*%" 4*$6&*%)*+*%88%++*3*$"4(/%+"

<G" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" -*/*=%)6&)*$%" I%H2&6"4(/%+"

?J" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 4*AA*'2%/,11*%" 7%/*)6126)*$%3*))*&"4(/%+"

?!" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" I%+*)12(11*)" I3$*.*$"4(/%+"

?5" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 9+%3*$/,11*%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

?:" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" :?12"4%$*)*&" 7%/*)6126)*$%3*))*&"4(/%+"

?<" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" :?12"4%$*)*&" 0*=*+*AA*++*=3">*$*3*&*$"4(/%+"

??" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" :C12"4%$*)*&" 7%/*)6126)*$%3*))*&"4(/%+"

?B" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 0*+*3*=%/,11*%" 06+%3*=%8%++*3*$"4(/%+"

?C" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 4((+*.*=%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

?E" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" :E12"4%$*)*)" 4*&&*A%3*))*&"4(/%+"

?G" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" <J12"4%$*)*)" 7%/*)6126)*$%3*))*&"4(/%+"

BJ" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" !:12"4%$*)*)" I%+*/,116/*&"0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

B!" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" #2*)L*+*.*1212*%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

B5" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" !<"4%$*)*)" 4*&&*A%3*))*&"4(/%+"

B:" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" !<"4%$*)*)" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

B<" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 0*+*)6&*%"

-*$6&A*%3*=%8($">*;*12*)8%$*&"

4(/%+"

B?" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" -*&=(($" I%H2&6"4(/%+"

BB" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" -*&=(($" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

BC" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" -*&=(($" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

BE" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" -*&=(($" -*$%3*)*&"4(/%+"

BG" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" -*&=(($" 4(()*/*=%"0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

CJ" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" I,126'2'2,&*%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"



!

C!" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" R,++*.,+%" 7%/*)6126)*$%3*))*&"4(/%+"

C5" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 4*++*=3" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

C:" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" I%/,A*&*&12*86$*)" >*A*12*)8%$*&"4(/%+"

C<" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" >,++%AA*=6" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

C?" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" #2%AA(=*%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

CB" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" :G12"4%$*)*)" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

CC" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" #26)8*&;A,$&3" 4*&&*A%3*))*&"4(/%+"

CE" N*11%'*+(*" R,++*.,+%" 76$*/*&*%66116" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

CG" N*11%'*+(*" 0*11%8*+*%" #2*&12*)*+%" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

EJ" 9)8*$*" 9+*%3*=%/,)L6" 9AA*$*%8*116" 4*+%"4(/%+"

E!" 9)8*$*" 4*+)6&*%" 7*%&12*)*$6126" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

E5" 9)8*$*" 4*+)6&*%" 4*$*.*A6" Q3*&*$"4(/%+"

E:" 9)8*$*" 4*+)6&*%" 4*$*.*A6" I%H2&6"4(/%+"

E<" 9)8*$*" >%&12*/6$" >%&12*/6$" 4*&12*H6.*)%"A(/%+"

E?" 9)8*$*" >%&12*/6$" 911*88*+*)" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

EB" 9)8*$*" >%&12*/6$" >%&12*/6$" -*$%3*)*&"4(/%+"

EC" 9)8*$*" >%&12*/6$" -6$6.,+%3*/*3*+" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

EE" 9)8*$*" 9==*+*%'2,&*%" 0*+*)6&*%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

EG" 9)8*$*" 9==*+*%'2,&*%" -,,&(=*A*116" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

GJ" 9)8*$*" >*/%12*&/,+3" <12"'(+(&3" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

G!" 9)8*$*" >*/%12*&/,+3" <12"'(+(&3" 4*&&*A%3*))*&"4(/%+"

G5" T*UU&*" M2*&A*&*%" 0(&&*+*%" I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

G:" T*UU&*" M2*&A*&*%" M26+%86$*)"R,H1" I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

G<" T*UU&*" M2*&A*&*%" M6+%86$*)"F*H1" I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

G?" T*UU&*" M2*&A*&*%" M6+%86$*)"F*H1" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

GB" T*UU&*" M2*&A*&*%" M6+%86$*)"F*H1" 0*1212%$*A*+%"4(/%+"

GC" T*UU&*" M2*&A*&*%" M6+%86$*)"F*H1" I*++%3*))*%"4(/%+"

GE" T*UU&*" M2*&A*&*%" M6+%86$*)"F*H1" 0*$*)*"4(/%+"

GG" T*UU&*" 7*&=%+%8*3" -*12*A*+"R,H1" 7*)8%+126$*%"Q3*&*$"4(/%+"

!JJ" T*UU&*" 7*&=%+%8*3" -*12*A*+"R,H1" -*12*;*+">6&*H*%"4(/%+"

!J!" T*UU&*" M2*/*A*'2'2,$%" 4*312*==6"R,H1" Q&,&;%12(11*"4*&=*H.*)3"4(/%+"

!J5" T*UU&*" >*++6$" -*&%3*)12(11*)" >*;*$"#2*)L%$*&"4(/%+"

!J:" T*UU&*" M2*/*A*'2'2,$%" F+61126)*==6/*+"7(612" F+61126)*==6/*+"7%/*&A(/%+"

!J<" T*UU&*" M2*/*A*'2'2,$%" F+61126)*==6/*+"7(612" I%+6/*+*%"9))*&"4(/%+"

!J?" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"F*H1" -6$6;*)(($123"A(/%+"



!

!JB" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"F*H1" 9$6+12%$6"-6$6;*%*2"4(/%+"

!JC" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"F*H1" 06+*/*$"(=*%">*;*12*)8%$*&"A(/%+"

!JE" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"F*H1" 4*==6/*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!JG" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"R,H1" V(.12*)126$*%"8%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!!J" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"H(612" >*$*H%&;*/*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!!!" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"H(612" -6$6;*%*2"4(/%+"

!!5" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"H(612" 76=*+%883"0%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!!:" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"H(612" 0,$%3*12*)8%$*&"A(/%+"

!!<" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"H(612" 06&&*%3*=%"I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!!?" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" >*;*$A(/%+"H(612" 0(($/%;*">*;*12*)8%$*&"A(/%+"

!!B" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116">($12" #2*+*3*&">*;*12*)8%$*&"A(/%+"

!!C" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116">($12" -*)6&*%">*;*12*)8%$*&"A(/%+"

!!E" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116">($12" -6$6;*&"A(/%+"

!!G" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116">($12" I,,$*8*1212%$*$"4(/%+"

!5J" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116"H(612" >,++%3*&"4*$*%AA6=*+""9))*&"A(/%+"

!5!" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116"H(612" -*.*=3"8%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!55" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116"H(612" M2,)8%3*&8*116"8%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!5:" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116"H(612" 0*+*3*&12*"0%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!5<" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116"H(612" 0*+*3*=3"I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!5?" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116"H(612" -*&%3*/*+*%""9))*&"4(/%+"

!5B" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116"H(612" #2((/%+"9))*&"4(/%+"

!5C" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" M2,)8%3*&8*116"H(612" 9&&*)*$"4(/%+"

!5E" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" -*$612*&A,&3" 4*=*1A*$*%""8%++*%3*$"A(/%+W"

!5G" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" -*$612*&A,&3"

-*$612*&;,&%""8*$*)*H%/*&"

4*12%$,H*&"A(/%+"

!:J" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" -*$612*&A,&3" -*$612*&;,&%""8%++*%3*$"A(/%+W""

!:!" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" -*$612*&A,&3" -612126)*$%"A(/%+W"

!:5" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" -*$612*&A,&3" I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!::" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" I*1212%$*3*&" I*=*+%3*=3"0%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!:<" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" I*1212%$*3*&" 9*+*=3"8%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!:?" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" I*1212%$*3*&" -6$6;*&""4(/%+"

!:B" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" I*1212%$*3*&" I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!:C" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" @=6126$*%" Q&12*)8*&*%""8%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!:E" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" @=6126$*%" >*;*12*)8%$*&"A(/%+"

!:G" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" @=6126$*%" I,)8*=3"-6$6;*&"A(/%+"

!<J" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" @=6126$*%" 7%&&*"-6$6;*&"A(/%+"



!

!<!" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" @=6126$*%" 0*+*3*")612126)*$%"A(/%+"

!<5" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" @=6126$*%" 06126")612126)*$%"A(/%+"

!<:" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" @=6126$*%" 9$*12%"*))*&"A(/%+"

!<<" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" @=6126$*%" I,)8*=3"I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!<?" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 9+%3*.*+*%" 4(=6AA%+*%"8*+*3*=%"8%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!<B" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 9+%3*.*+*%" 4(=6AA%+*%"I,==6)6$6;*&"A(/%+"

!<C" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 9+%3*.*+*%" 91212%3*=%"8%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!<E" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 9+%3*.*+*%" 9+*=3"I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!<G" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 9+%3*.*+*%" I,,$*8*1212%$*$"A(/%+"

!?J" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 9+%3*.*+*%" 7*A12%"A(/%+"

!?!" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" I,11%+*%A,&3" I,11%+*%A,&3"7,++*"I%&*3*;*$"A(/%+"

!?5" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" I,11%+*%A,&3" @&*/*12126"4*&&*A*%"9))*&"A(/%+"

!?:" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" I,11%+*%A,&3" -6++%3*&")*&=*+*%"8%++*%3*$"A(/%+"

!?<" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%"

46=*12*&*%"-*+%A*%12%=*+"4*&&*A*%"

*))*&"A(/%+"

!??" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" I,+*612*)"4(/%+"

!?B" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" -6+*AA*88%113"Q3*&*$"4(/%+"

!?C" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" I%$*/*$"4(/%+"

!?E" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" 4*+%*))*&"A(/%+"

!?G" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" -*=*12126/*H*+"8%++*3*$"4(/%+"

!BJ" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

!B!" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" 9P%+*=3"0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

!B5" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" 4*+%/*3*+"I,,$,A*1212%8%++*3*$"A(/%+"

!B:" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" 91212%88*$*$6"I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!B<" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" 9*12%"I,,$*8*1212%$*$"4(/%+"

!B?" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%" #2*'2*&"#26/6"9))*&"A(/%+"

!BB" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%">($12" 46=*12*&*%&*+*)8*&*%"8%++*3*$A(/%+"

!BC" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%">($12" 4*&&*A*%"9))*&"A(/%+"

!BE" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%">($12" 9&=%"9*=6"I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!BG" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%">($12" -6$6;*&"A(/%+"

!CJ" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%">($12" I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!C!" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 46=*12*&*%">($12" 0*'2'2%"*))*&"A(/%+"

!C5" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 0(18*123" 7%&&*88%++*3*$"A(/%+"

!C:" T*UU&*" I,+*&%" 06&;6=612,/6" N*+*H6L$*)*&%3*)"-6;*+""

!C<" T*UU&*" #2,++%8*+*%" 4*116/*&" V*&*/*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!C?" T*UU&*" #2,++%8*+*%" 4*116/*&" K*P*$*P,H.*$3"9))*&"A(/%+"



!

!CB" T*UU&*" X,+U1" X,+U1"R,H1" M2(+*"7%/*&"A(/%+"

!CC" T*UU&*" M2*/*A*'2'2,$%" 4*$*)L*2*)" 4*$*)L*2*)"I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

!CE" T*UU&*" M2*/*A*'2'2,$%" 4(==%A*)*)" -6$6;*)6$123"A(/%+"

!CG" T*UU&*" 4*31H" 9&&*+*12,/6" I,,$*8*12%$*$""A(/%+"

!EJ" T*UU&*" 4*31H" 9&&*+*12,/6Y:$="R*$=Z" I,,$*8*12%$*$"4(/%+Y:$=".*$=Z"

!E!" T*UU&*" 4*31H" 9&&*+*12,/6Y:$="R*$=Z" I*%$*/*$""A(/%+Y:$=".*$="

!E5" T*UU&*" 4*31H" 9&&*+*12,/6YT,113Z" V(.$%"9))*&""A(/%+YT,113Z"

!E:" T*UU&*" 4*31H" 9&&*+*12,/6YC12"R*$=Z" I*$%/*$*$""4(/%+YC12".*$=Z"

!E<" T*UU&*" 4*31H" 9&&*+*12,/6YC12"R*$=" I*$%/*$*$""4(/%+Y?12".*$=Z"

!E?" T*UU&*" >*++6$" 0(()L62*$" Q3*&*$"4(/6+"

!EB" T*UU&*" -*$612*&A,&3" 0((A*$6886"" V&*&*"I*$%7*&&*12%)6$6;*&"A(/%+"

!EC" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 4,,$%)*+*%" @'2'2%)*+*%""H%/*&"4(/%+"

!EE" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 4,,$%)*+*%" 4,,$%)*+%*"-612126)*$%"*))*&""

!EG" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 4,,$%)*+*%" 4%$6H2&*$"4(/%+"

!GJ" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*/%==*86$*)" 76=*+%*"V&*&*/*%$*/*$"

!G!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*/%==*86$*)" -*/%==*86$*)"4*&12*H*)3"4(/%+"

!G5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*/%==*86$*)" @($%3*/*1212*%"4**+%3*))*&"4(/%+"

!G:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 4(++*&;A*==3" I,,$*A*1212%"8%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

!G<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"R,H1" -**)8%$*&"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

!G?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"R,H1" -**&;A(++*%"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

!GB" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"R,H1"

7,,),&126"46=612*8*&"I*%$*/*$"

4(/%+"

!GC" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"M,&1$,"" 9&*&12*"8%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

!GE" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"M,&1$,"" >*$*H%&;*"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

!GG" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"M,&1$,"" -612126)*$%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5JJ" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"M,&1$,"" I,,$*8*1212%$*$"4(/%+"

5J!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"M,&1$,"" I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5J5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"M,&1$,"" 46=H,1"0%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5J:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"M,&1$,"" -612*+%"/*+*/6"-612126)*$%"4(/%+"

5J<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"7(612" F$*P*$*P,H;.*$3"9))*&"4(/%+"

5J?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"7(612" 46)*$*"4(/%+"

5JB" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"7(612" 4**+%"4(/%+"

5JC" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 447"7(612" 46$6&*12*H6/*)3"4(/%+"

5JE" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" #26$A*12,/%"4(/%+"

5JG" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" 4,&%3*=%"V&*/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5!J" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" #2((12*$*%"9))*&"4(/%+"



!

5!!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" I*/6&*.*1212*%"4**+3"4(/%+"

5!5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" >*$*H%))*"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5!:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" 0,$%3*12*)8%$*&"4(/%+"

5!<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" 4*+/*+*/6"I*%$*/*H6/*)%"4(/%+"

5!?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)"

E12"0(H1"-6$6A*/*1212*%"/*%$*/*$"

4(/%+"

5!B" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" E12"0(H1"0,$*)8*+*)"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5!C" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #26$A*86$*)" 9)8*&*%/*3*+"0*11*%3*))*&"4(/%+"

5!E" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 46$6&*12*"H6/*)3"4(/%+"

5!G" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)"

7%/*A**)3"9))8*+"

9&*&12*&*=*$*P*1"4(/%+"

55J" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 06/*&,H2.*$3"9))*&"4(/%+"

55!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 9$*H*&**+*=%"I%&*3*A*$"4(/%+"

555" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 0,$%3*A*+*==3"V&*&*/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

55:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 4*/*&*/*1212*%"V&*&*/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

55<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 46=*.*1212*%"V&*&*/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

55?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 72,&H*+*&*V&*&*/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

55B" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 061261212((==*"9*12%/*%$*/*$"

55C" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 06+%3*=%"I*%$*/*$"

55E" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 76+*)8*1212*%"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

55G" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*&12*%"7,+/*86$*)" 4*&&%/*+*/6"8%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5:J" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*P%+%==3"7(612" -612126)*$%"*))*&"4(/%+"

5:!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*P%+%==3"7(612" #26$*==*%P%==3"V&*&*/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5:5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*P%+%==3"7(612" 7((+*)8*1212*%"I,,$*8*1212%$*$"4(/%+"

5::" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" I*$61212*+*%/%+*&" -*$612*=%"I%&*3*;*$"4(/%+"

5:<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" I*$61212*+*%/%+*&" 4*&&*;*%"9)8*+"4(/%+"

5:?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" I*$61212*+*%/%+*&"

I%12126/*&"V*&,H2*"Q3*$%&">,&*%/6"

4(/%+"

5:B" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" I*$61212*+*%/%+*&" 9&&*)*$"4(/%+"

5:C" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3" -612126)*$%"9)8*+"A(/%+"

5:E" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3" 7%1212%/%&*3*;*$"4(/%+"

5:G" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3"F*H1" 0%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5<J" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3"F*H1" -612126)*$%"9)8*+"4(/%+"

5<!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3"F*H1" 4*+%"4(/%+"

5<5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3"F*H1" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

5<:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3"F*H1" 9&&*)*$"4(/%+"

5<<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3"F*H1" 0($%3*&"/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5<?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 46$6)8*H%==3"F*H1" 9$*$1212*"/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"



!

5<B" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" IH*/%+*&"F*H1" 9)8*+"4(/%+"

5<C" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" IH*/%+*&"F*H1" -612126)*$%"9)8*+"4(/%+"

5<E" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" IH*/%+*&"R,H1" IH*/%+*&"R,H1"

5<G" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" IH*/%+*&"R,H1" 4*&&*;%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5?J" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" IH*/%+*&"R,H1" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

5?!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" IH*/%+*&"R,H1" I%&*3*;*$"4(/%+"

5?5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" IH*/%+*&"R,H1" V&*&*/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5?:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 4*&&*;%"9))*&"A(/%+"

5?<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 0*1212%$*A*+%"9))*&"A(/%+"

5??" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 0*$*H2*A12%"9))*&"A(/%+"

5?B" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 4*==*%A*=6"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5?C" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" #2,/%P*"4(++*%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5?E" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 0((12*/*$*3*$"4(/%+"

5?G" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" I=*8,$6)8*$*886"0%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5BJ" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" -612126)*$%"9)8*+"4(/%+"

5B!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 06/*&,H.*$%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5B5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" -*$612*=%"8%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5B:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 4*&&*;*%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5B<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 7*&;6/*1212*%"-*&%A*8%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5B?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 06126A%&*116"I*%$*/*$"A(/%+"

5BB" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" -*P%+6/*A"4*==*%"8%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5BC" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" #2(886"0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

5BE" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 4(&=*+*=3"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5BG" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" 4(1212*/*12*%"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5CJ" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" -6&%3*88*$"4(/%+"

5C!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" -*P%+%P(=*%"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5C5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" >*/*+*=3"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5C:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" #2%$68(($8,'2%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5C<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==3" -6$6;*&"4(/%+"

5C?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*%3%==%"F*H1" 7%1212%"I%&*3*A*$"4(/%+"

5CB" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*%3%==%"F*H1" 4*&*%3*/%+"0%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5CC" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*P%+%==%"7(612" 0%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5CE" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*%3%==%">($12" #26$AA*%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5CG" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*%3%==%"7(612" 4*&&*A*%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5EJ" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" #2*%3%==%"7(612" #2((126+%=*%"4*&&*A%"9))*&"4(/%+"



!

5E!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==%12126$*%">($12" -6$6A*&"4(/%+"

5E5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" -*3%+%==%12126$*%">($12" I,,$*)*&%AA*)"#2,/*&126$*%"

4*&&*%A*%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5E:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"7(612" >*=*$*3*$"4(/%+"

5E<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"7(612" V&*&*/*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5E?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"7(612" 4**+%"4(/%+"

5EB" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"F*H1" I*%$*/*$"1,<)8+,"

5EC" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"F*H1" 4*&&*A*%"9))*&"4(/%+"

5EE" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"F*H1" -612*+%3*$"I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5EG" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"F*H1" 0*1212%$*A**+%"4(/%+"

5GJ" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"F*H1" 0,$%3*12*)8%$*&"4(/%+"

5G!" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3">($12" K*P*"K*P,H2.*$3"9))*&"4(/%+"

5G5" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3">($12" 0*+*+3"9))*&"4(/%+"

5G:" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3">($12" I*%$*/*$"4(/%+"

5G<" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"R,H1" #2*A*&*#((=*%"0%++*%3*$"4(/%+"

5G?" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"R,H1" 4(1212%3*+"*))*&"4(/%+"

5GB" T*UU&*" #2,++%88*+*%" 0*+*+3"R,H1" 9&&*)**$"4(/%+"

5GC" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" @12*3*&*;*$".,H1" >*A*12*)8%$*&"4(/%+"

5GE" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" @12*3*&*;*$".,H1" 9))*&4(/%+"

5GG" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 4*$*%'2%" Q3*&*$"4(/%+"

:JJ" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 9&*&12*&*;*$" 4(11*%A*11%3*"9))*&A(/%+"

:J!" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" #2(&=*)*&&*;*$" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:J5" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" Q$*&*%)*=6" 9))*&A(/%+"

:J:" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" Q$*&*%)*=6" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:J<" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 0*$*12%86$*)" 9))*&4(/%+"

:J?" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 0*$*12%86$*)">($12" -6$6;*&"A(/%+"

:JB" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 0(&&*;*$"',&1$*+" -6126)*$%*))*&"A(/%+"

:JC" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" -*+*3*+*86$*)">($12" 0*$*H*A12%/%&*3*;*$"A(/%+"

:JE" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" I%&*3*;*86$*)" 4*&&*A%3*))*&"4(/%+"

:JG" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" I%&*3*;*86$*)" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:!J" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 4%$6H2&*86$*)" 7%/*&"A(/%+"

:!!" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 4%$6H2&*86$*)" -6126)*$%*))*&"A(/%+"

:!5" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 4*&*A*86$*)" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:!:" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 7,+/*&*;*$" -6126)*$%*))*&"A(/%+"

:!<" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 06126)6$%886" K*)*$4(/%+"

:!?" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 9)L*+&*;*$" 4*&*A*)L%A*%*))*&A(/%+"



!

:!B" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" #2%$6/*%3*$6".,H1" I%&*3*;*$"4(/%+"

:!C" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" 4*&12%A%$*)*)" #26$AA*%3*))*&A(/%+"

:!E" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*$*%'2%" I*11*A*'2%" I3$*.*$"4(/%+"

:!G" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*&=*.*+*%" #2,12*/*=%" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"

:5J" 4%+%&('2'2%" 4*&=*.*+*%" 4(&*;A6+*)" 0%++*3*$"4(/%+"
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Humanitarian dnd Livelihood Assistance for Returnees of Welioya Project.

I make use of this opportumty to thank you for the contributions you have made for
resettlernent of IDFs in Mullathivu Distriet.

The Welioya Projeet is a part and paroel of Mullathivu district falling within the DS
division of M,aritirnepattu. The vil'lages in Welioya were old villages oocupied mainly by
second and third generation of, Padaviya settlers. As this area is within the greater
Mahaweli zorre, subsequently Welioya was gazette as systefiI "L" of Mahaweli. Due to
the ethnic conflict and the fact that villagers are mainly Sinhalese, adrninistrative
affangements h;d been made to service W-lioya project from Anuradhapura district.
However, from 1984 onwaf,d there had been sporadic LTTE attacks and most of the
settlers had abandoned the pro.ject and moved io Padaviya scherne to live with thein
relatives.

With the conclusion of the 30 years of conflict and establishrnent of law and order,
people started to return and most of them are now back in their villages. The pro.ieot area
has been handed over to GA lv{ullathivu for adrninistration, while the R.esidential Project
Manager of Mahaweli and the AGA continue to carry out their functions.

4s il1e:people had been displaced for more than 2A yearc, they are encountering with
severe hardships and difficulties in reestablishing their social and econornic livetrihoods.
It has been reported that,

I Many of the drinking water wells are contaminated and need urgent clearing.
2 There is a severe shortage of household items including lanterr,s, rnats, pitrlows

and kitohen utensils.
3 Their houses are damaged and the request is to provide temporary sheds as an

immediate [re&sur€.
4 Department of education has opened up the schools but there are no pre schoo,ls"

5  . : -
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5 They need livelihood assistance for agriculture, livestock and inland fisheries.
6 Department of Health requires assistance to maintain mobile clinics until the

health facilities are rehabilitated.
7 Irrigation systems require extensive repairs due to iong period of negligence and

disuse.
8 All community buildings including cooperatives and community halls are

ii-,' - . ---

Under the circumstances, assistance of your organization is requested to address these
issues on an urgent basis. Please acknowledge the receipt of this letter.
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our\oqtan4
S.B.Divaratne
Secretary to the PTF

1. Hon Basil Rajapaksa. MP, Minister of Economic Development
and Chairman of the Presidential Task Force for Resettlement,
Development and Security in the Northern Province
Hon.Rishad Bathiudeen, Minister of Industries and Commerce and Chairman
D,istrict Developrnent Council.
Hon. Govenror Northern Province,
Government Agent Mullathivu - Please arange with the Department of
Agriculture to provide seed paddy for the cultivation of the first season under
FAO assistance.
Security Forces Commander Mullathivu
District File Mullathivu
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Assistance of UN Agencies and NGOs in Resettlement activities in the North

The PTF on behalf of the GoSL is proud to announce that resettlement in the Northern province
has been a success story with regard to almost all the IDPs who were displaced from their
villages during the last phase of the oivil conflict (after April 2008). Except fsr 20AZ farnilies
with 6,651 mernbers at Manikfarm all the new IDPs are resettled and provided with necessary
assistance to re-establish themselves and commence livelihood activities. Contributions of the
IIN Agencies and the NGOs, with the support of many Donor agencies, made it possible for the
GoSt to achieve the high level of success.

It is also observed that during the period of the last two and half years the priority has been on
the families displaced after April 2008 and accommodated at GoSL maintained welfare centels.
In the process another around 55,000 families, who had been with host families, have returned to
take up residence in their villages. These rnay be the people who were displaced from LTTE
controlled atea after the LTTE defeat in Jaffna and retreat to Killinochchi and Mullathivu in
1995.

The displacement of people in the Northern Province has a long history running for 30 years.
The number of, people displaced is not properly recorded but must be in the range of 700,000
including the displacements within the Province and the districts. As 460,000 is already resettled,
there could be a balance of 240,000 to be resettled of which around 50o% could be refugees in
India and European countries. Hence the number of IDPs yet to be resetJled is around 120,000 of
which 105,000 could be long term IDPs who were displaced from their viltrages prior to 1995
(protracted displacern-ents). This include Sinhala families displaced from the Provincb in 1980s
with LTTE attacks on civilians, both Sinhala and Tarnil families displaced frorn the villages
bordering Government controlled and LTTE controlled area iir 1980s, Muslirn families who were
compelled to leave the Province in 1990,'and the Tamil families displaeed frorn the high security
zones established in 1992.
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' Around 20,000 families with 70,000 members subjected to protracted displacement are included
in the 460,000 people already resettled. However, more than 50Yo of them have not taken up
permanent residence. They have neither received assistance for resettlement.
GoSL has set up a target to resettle all the IDPs during the year 2012. Hence priorities for the
year2012 will be resettiement of the balance number of IDPs which include,

l. Families who were displaced prior to 1995 and encountering difficulties in their return to
r , . _* villages. (protracted displacement). Families recorded as returned but have neither taken

.,.,. i,.,:. rup resrdence nor received assistance should also be included in this category.*".'-' ' 2. Families stillliving in Manik farm welfare center as their villages axe not yet demined and
released. Families who are displaced from the same GN divisions but living with host
families will also be given the same priority.

3. Families of the villages which are recently released for resettlement, mostly in
Pachchilapallai, Puthukudiyirippu and Maritimepattu DS divisions.

., Ygu_ are therefore kindly requested to formulate your project proposals for the year 2llTtaking
,,-,..jrrjnto cibr-rsideration the priorities identified above. The locations of such resettlement;, specific
"*'t?lrd, of *tr locations and expectations of the people can be obtained from ft6'Diptrict'Secretaries F'

Your assistance to resettle all the remaining IDPs in the next year, in order to achieve the target
of no,IDPs at the end of the year would be very much appreciated.

( nn l\fra v\/t -
S.B.Divaratne '

; 
'Slc-retary 

to the FTF',tIEi.,- i
l . Hon Basil Rajapaksa. MP, Minister of Economic Development

arrd Chairrnarr of the Presidential Task Force for Resettlement,
Development and Security in the Northern Province
Hon.Douglas Devananda, Minister of Traditional Industies and Small Enterprise
Developme-nt & Cfiairman Distriot Development Corurcil.
Hon.Ri-ihad Bathiudeen, Minister of Indusfries and Commerce and Chairman District

-- DevelopmentCouncil.\-: Hon. Govemor Northern Province
Govemrnent Agent Jaffna/Ifi llinochehifvlullathivu/Vavuniya/IVlannar
Security Forces Commander Jafta/Ifi llinochchi/lrrlullathivu/Vanni
Disftict Files Jaffira/Ifi llinochchi/Itdullathivu/'t/avuni y alMannar
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ANNEX VI  

Translation of the Sinhala Board posted at Kantharodai 

Kathurukodai Ancient Buddhist Temple Unugama 

Kathurugoda Vihara predates gobas can be found here. Mr.Paul 
E.Pries served as a Divisional Secretary in 1917 and the findings of an archeological survey 
during his tenure indicate the finding of a Buddha statue, colored tiles (terracotta) and coins that 
were traced to 1st Parakramabahu Malla Leelawathy and Puwanekabahu of the Anuradhapura and 
Polonnaruwacivilization.  

The name Kathurugodais mentioned in Vihara and Pooja Bhoomi Namavaliya which can be 
traced to the period of the Kandiyan Kingdom. 

Reference to Kathurugodai can be found in a chronicle called Anthane Dem Lipiya, which can 
be traced back to the Portuguese period (9th century AD) which also states that this chronicle was 
discovered by a Chieftain appointed by King Cassiappa IV. In addition, the Vihara can also be 
traced back to 9th century AD.  

King Sangiliayn ruled Jaffna in the 16th century AD and the destruction of this Vihara was an act 
of cruelty by this king. Under his rule sixty Buddhist monks died in a place called Punguduthevu 
situated in Puwanga Boomi. Their ashes were buried in Katurugoda and a cemetery was built. 
Among those, it is believed thatthey discovered fifty-six tombs in 1917. Also, during the period 
of Thevanambiyatissa, a decorative standing stone pathway was constructed from Dambakola 
Patuna to the north entrance of Anuradhapura. Katurugoda was in between these two places. 
According to a Chronicle named Janaprawa, Lord Buddha who resolved a dispute between King 
Sulotha and Mahoda rested at Katurugoda. The Buddhist statue and other archeological materials 
from here were removed and kept at Jaffna Museum. 

The Archeological Department bought seven acres of land around Katurugoda in 1948,but 
Tamils living close to this area forcefully occupied the land belonging to the Archaeological 
Department. In 1965, the Archeological Department was in control of only three acres, eight 
roots and three perches. Later, a crossroad was constructed. Since that time, Tamils living in the 
neighborhood have been occupying the rest of the three acres.  

It is our utmost duty to reclaim this place which is of significance in order to safeguard Sinhala 
Buddhist heritage for our future.  

 

Sponsor: Sathumeya Communication Mathukama 
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